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Abstract: The territorial redevelopment occupies a very important place in the states because it is not unrelated to their level
of development. Also, the redevelopment of territories encompasses several areas: economic, environmental, political, social
and logistical. On the other hand, the transport policy is at the crossroads of economic, social, technological and environmental
issues. It requires a transversal approach to ensure optimal mobility of citizens and goods. Because of the growth of freight
traffic, we are interested in the exchange of physical flows in the hinterlands. This exploratory study has a fivefold purpose.
First, we propose to mention some works based on the development of models of the decisional process and we show the
multidisciplinary of the problem of territory planning. Second, we clarify the difference between the different types of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data. Then, we propose to give a classification by approach for models of territorial
decision support systems. Thus, we propose a model to identify the different relationships between the territory, the actors
involved in decision-making and the different decisional constraints by integrating logistical constraints. Finally, we suggest a
generic approach for the conception and generation of a hybrid model MCA-GIS adopted by all the actors intervening in the
process of territorial decision takings, we suggest conceptual modeling of this system and we develop a prototype of our
suggested model called LOGIS. By this study, this model meets this issue.
Keywords: Complexity, Territory, Logistics, Territory Planning, Decision Support System, Conceptual Model,
Geographic Information Systems, Multi-criteria Analysis

1. Introduction
As a consequence of pollution and congestion, actors
intervening in the territory planning within the framework of
the logistic organization of supply chain in the hinterland have
various solutions like the construction of new infrastructures,
implementation of new logistics buildings, and movement of
an already built logistic building. At the same time, actors
must respond to different objectives:
1. Preserving the use of the territory.
2. Ensuring the fluidity of transport of goods.
3. Respecting and restricting the budget etc.
However, each of these solutions has positive and negative
consequences regarding these objectives. For example, the

construction of a logistic building allows the fluidity of goods
transport but it induces costs of construction, maintenance,
and use, as well as it can have negative impacts on the
environment.
In this article, we are going to deal with a very complex
problematic associated with territorial decisions.
This complexity is due to:
1. Multidisciplinary: The intervention of different actors
(institutions, etc.), their
behavior objectives,
differentiation, and their interactions.
2. Multi-objective: Heterogeneity and the big number of
the performance indicators of territory planning.
3. Multidimensionality of data: The important data have a
quantitative and qualitative nature [1, 8].
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Territory definition changes according to the discipline. In
mathematics, it is made of an arbitrary number of independent
axes. In social science, it is considered as a resource or an
interaction framework [2]. Territory distribution between the
different users is the target of the planning. It is a complex
scientific problematic since the good management of territory
can be only ensured through achieving a balance between the
different objectives fixed by the different actors intervening in
the territory planning. It must go through the combination of
actions between the different actors while ensuring the
achievement of the different objectives since each one has a
specific territory representation and often has a tendency to
favor certain objectives over the others.
In every society, information plays an important role in the
development and support of policies. Hence, reaching reliable
and precise information is essential to the decisional logic [3].
The multidisciplinary of the territory management explains
the importance of developing multiple representations of the
territory where the importance of the development of a
decision support system responds to this Plurality. As a
medium of a future reflection on the actions to be committed,
the modeling of this system must not be limited just to the
spatial factors, we take into consideration other factors and
integration actors networks sometimes extremely complex
[35].
This article highlights the importance of the integration of
various criteria and parameters in the future for sufficient
precise territory planning.
The first fundamental objective of this paper is to describe
firstly the different works achieved in the framework of the
decision support system, following a literature review.
The second primordial objective of this paper is to develop
a conceptual model of the territory integrating logistic
optimization criteria, functional criteria and geographic
parameters. This model offers general modalities of
collaborative decisions taking support regarding territory
planning. The taken decision has a common nature, it is under
the focus of researchers in the human sciences (geography and
economy) and in the science of nature (ecology). The main
objective is creating a tool that favors reflection and dialogue
and encourages the different actors to be gathered around a
collective planning project. The originality of this model
consists of centralizing the work of formalization on the
correlation between territory and logistics and collectively
confronting the vision of the different actors in function to
many own goals and according to the data basis which is
particular.
The objective of this model is to facilitate the balance of the
exchanges between different actors around a problematic.
However, this balance can be difficult to establish by all the
actors simultaneously. Indeed, each actor has often a tendency
to favor its objectives at the expense of others. Understanding
the necessity to reach a balance is then an important issue for
all the actors.
Within this framework, we fix as objective the design and
achievement of a model which centralizes multidisciplinary
data and serves decision support tool. The suggested

architecture and the diverse developed functionalities make
the achieved tool a different system to the other existing
systems.
This paper is structured around five parts that help us to
answer the following questions:
1. What are the different decision levels in a territorial
system?
2. What are the intervening actors in spatial planning?
3. What is GIS? And what are their classifications?
4. How can we model a territorial system by integrating
logistics?
5. What are the principal approaches from which we are
going to rely on the development of this model? And
why?
6. How does the model work?
7. How to represent the prototype of our model?

2. Multidisciplinary Study
Traditional decision support systems oriented to a “sole
decision-maker or mono-actor” do not represent reality.
Hence, a new trend was born, “collective decision support”.
2.1. The Territorial Decisional Process Model
Simon teaches that the decision is the “result of a choice
and a result of a process of formulation and progressive
resolution of a problem by a group of actors within an
organization” [4].
Before, we must note that the decision-support never
replaces human decision making. It just makes it more
reassuring.
The decision-support according to [5] is “bringing
information which authorizes the surest appreciation of the
possible fields and the most correct anticipation of the
susceptible results of projected actions so as running the
process could take place around the table rather than in the
field”.
Whereas “Environment and sustainable development
decision-making entail a change towards new forms of
governance which one of its essential ingredients is greater
involvement of all the actors in the decision-making” [6].
2.1.1. Review of Literature
Simon [4] elaborated the most referenced model in the
field of decision support. It is based on three stages:
Intelligence (knowledge) of the decisional problem:
limiting the problem through a clear representation of the
object of the study and defining the issues.
1. Analysis: the definition of criteria, the possible actions
and the evaluation of solutions.
2. Choice: the selection of the optimal solution to meet the
performance criteria.
3. For example, the Ph. D. work of [7], of which, the
objective was the elaboration of a methodology that is
characterized by the addition of two steps:
4. A step between the analysis and the choice: In this step,
we identify all the realistic steps meeting the objectives
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and study all the feasible actions. This step limits the
study fields.
5. The second step is by the end of the process: this step
is associated to the choice achievement and
consolidation. It is a post-evaluation step; it
corresponds to the establishment of schedule, means of
intervention coordination to ensure achieving the
objectives.
2.1.2. Territorial Planning Instruments
The review of literature allows us to distinguish three
types of instruments used in the framework of urban and
spatial planning according to the decisional level where each
one corresponds to a decision and a specific analysis territory
[8-9]. Figure 1 shows these three decisional levels. For clarity,
we are studying this problem in the different decision-making
levels:
1. The strategic level: it concerns long-term planning.
2. The tactical level: it concerns medium-term planning.
3. The operational level: it concerns short-term planning.
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of the space.
2. Data exchange complexity between the different sectors
where there is a difficulty in coordination between
them.
2.2. Territory Planning: A Multidisciplinary Study
The multidisciplinary study aims at locating on the
territory simple and rapid to use information, oriented to
various actors to facilitate planning support and decision
making.
The complexity of the territory system is presented
according to its evaluative condition and its difficulty in
understanding and analysis.
Simply, the territorial system can be represented as the
three sub-systems mentioned below. Figure 2 shows the
territorial system sub-systems.
This complex system is made of these three sub-systems:
1. Actors using and managing geographic space.
2. Geographic space made by objects.
3. Representations that are established by referring to this
space (map, graph).

Figure 1. Decisional levels at the level of territory.

Territory planning instruments can be classified according
to the spatial level. Names of these instruments change from
one country to another. For example, French territory
planning instruments are:
1. MP1: In 1983, the expression “Master plan of urban
planning” was replaced by “Master plan”. It was
defined by as “an instrument of spatial planning and
urban management setting the fundamental orientations
of the territory planning of the involved municipalities.
2. SMS 2 : Sustainable planning and development of
territory at the regional scale.
3. LUP3: It is an important regulatory document at the
local level, especially on the municipal or even
inter-municipal scale which regulates space occupation
on a given territory [10-11].
But the problems of these tools are:
1. Insufficient review as a result of the absence of any
possible permanent follow–up and rigorous evaluation
1 Master plan.
2 Substainable management schema.
3 Local urban plan.

Figure 2. Territorial system sub-systems.

The definition of territory varies according to the
disciplines. In mathematics, it is made of an independent
arbitrary number of axes. In social sciences, it is considered
as a resource or an interaction framework [34]. In
environmental science, it is seen as a rare resource that needs
maintaining. In geographic science, the territory is described
by three dimensions:
1. Structural by taking into account the constituent entities
of the territory.
2. Spatial by considering entities and their relationships in
space.
3. Temporal by taking account of the historical and the
future of entities.
The term territory takes here a meaning given by [11] and
represents a restricted territory to the less precise and suitable
limits. These five disciplines are located at the crossroads
between many requirements imposed by the database of a
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given territory.
Figure 3 shows the different actors intervening in territory
planning. Territory planning integrates many actors and
requires the consideration of the different field activities:
Urbanism, environmentalist, economist, geographer, and
politician.

2. The technical committee: it combines the urbanists.
3. The joined institutions and actors: it combines the
elected, the politicians, and the environmentalists.

Figure 3. Actors intervening in territory planning.

In the implementation of environmental policy and
sustainable development, new regulations and constraints
make decision-taking hard. Hence, actors intervening in
territory management can face a missing of information.
In this context, the community of geomatics researchers
explored new applications of geographic information systems
(GIS) as a result of the increase of mobile devices’ autonomy,
their memory capacity size, and their computing power
[12-13].
To ensure the coordination between the different actors,
decision-makers (government structure) and planners must
have a potential tool for territorial management. This tool is
represented as a bank of data and analytical components [14].
In this framework, GIS appears. It is characterized by the
combination of an informatics tool and a digital mapping, as
part of decision-support information systems.

3. GIS and Their Classifications
The GIS are basic tools of research, planning and
territorial planning. They aim at making objective decisions
that can be understood by non-specialists (elected, etc.).
Figure 4 shows the GIS actors. The decision-makers can be
classified into three sub-categories:
1. The scientific committee: it combines the computer
specialists, the geographers, and the mathematicians.

Figure 4. GIS actors.

They are used in different projects of various types (Trans
organizational, departmental and personal). They can be
applied to different territorial types (local, municipal, supramunicipal, regional, national and international). Their
application field is undefined (planning, agriculture, etc.).
GIS are used for decision support and spatial understanding
of the territory. “The main objective of GIS is taking
objective decisions and help no specialist to understand
them”. Indeed, GIS are mainly used within the framework of
mapping thanks to its display feature of spatial data but
increasingly as an analytic and territory management tool of
planning, modeling decision-taking support, and policies
follow-up. GIS have become a field of communication and
information technologies used increasingly in the process of
decision making, particularly in management and planning
[15-16].
3.1. Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
GIS are defined according to as “systems for gathering,
stocking, verifying and restoring spatial data referenced to
the land surface”. They can be used during the production of
integrated information and at multiple scales. According to
[17-18], GIS are information systems allowing, from various
sources to gather and organize, analyze, and develop; and to
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represent geographically localized information contributing
mainly to territory management. Figure 5 shows the
components of the GIS. A Geographic Information System is
made of five major components:
1. Computer equipment.
2. Software.
3. Multisource data.
4. Human resources (users).
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the description of the territory to improve its knowledge, as
well as the description and the analysis of the natural or
human phenomena where they produce. They become
indispensable tools in urban management (DGUHC and
IGN6). They become like management tools for planning,
policy follow-ups, and decision support.
Themes treated by GIS involve:
1. Physical variables (reliefs, etc.).
2. Ecological variables (land use, etc.).
3. Anthropogenic variables (administrative limits,
demography, activity, and use, etc.) [18-19].
3.2. GIS Classification
GIS can be classified according to their type of use:
inventory/observatory,
analysis/study,
and
management/follow-up.

Figure 5. Components of GIS.

The GIS functions are the following:
1. Managing Information: Gathering information of the
same type at the same level (layer).
2. Managing databases: Stocking a large amount of
multi-source information.
3. Bringing visual dimension to the data: Limiting data in
the form of a map.
4. Updating information (dynamic tool).
5. Analyzing data (as a result of generic and spatial
criteria).
6. Bringing advanced features: Facilitating data exchange
between the different bases and displaying them in the
same interface.
They are considered as information systems (IS) allowing

3.2.1. Decision Support Study
They can be considered as an analysis support system of
the decision. Many decision support applications based on
stimulations through connecting GIS to other software were
developed. They aim at studying the correlation, as well as
analyzing and finding solutions to the different problems and
not to a targeted objective. This type of GIS is based on the
interrogation function, transformation, and analysis. The
structure of the data basis of these systems is developing
according to the type of problem to be resolved.
A GIS of this category can be classified according to their
decision levels:
1. A long-term decision which is connected to the strategic
problem;
2. A mid-term decision concerned with tactic problems
and decisions;
3. A short-term decision dealing with operational
problems.
Each of these decision types requires a specific type of
information.
The table below shows the characteristics of each decision
level [20-22].

Table 1. Levels of decisions in the GIS.
Planning Horizon
Results accuracy
Specialization of the information
Complexity of the decision

Strategic
Long-term
Preview
Limited scale
Strong

Generally, we can observe more exchange and sharing of
information between GIS of the same territorial level.
3.2.2. Inventory–observatory, and Management–follow-up
The structure of the database of GIS is well defined and
fixed to respond to a well-targeted objective. It can be
considered as a manipulative tool of geographic information
by combining information management techniques and
support to the visual representation.
Other than the "study-aid to decision" type, there are two
other types of GIS, which are the "inventory-observatory"

Tactic
Mid-term
Approximation
Medium scale
Medium

Operational
Short-term
Well precise
Large scale
Simple

type and the "management-follow-up" type. The structure of
the database of these two types of systems is well defined
and not changing to meet a well-targeted objective. They can
be viewed as a tool for manipulating geographic information
by combining information management techniques with the
visual representation. Our work focuses on GIS for study and
decision support.
3.3. GIS Data
GIS data can be classified according to their natures:
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1. Descriptive data.
2. And graphic data.
3.3.1. Descriptive Data (Attribute)
Attribute data provide information that characterizes the
geographic data. These attributes can be numeric (number of
inhabitants, etc.), date (date of implantation, etc.), and text
(name of the municipality).
3.3.2. Graphic Data (Geometric)
Geometric data describes the form and position of
geographic data. They are represented by points (city,
etc.), lines (roads, etc.) or surfaces (agricultural zone,
etc.).
3.4. GIS Choice Issue
These GIS play an important role in sustainable planning
through the acquisition functions and the treatment of
geographic information.
They represent the basis of the territorial management
because of their ability in:
1. Storage and easy update of multisource data (network
data, mapping, etc.).
2. History follow-up of the interventions on this heritage
(projects and works linked to territory planning) study
and the decision support.
3. Linking data between all the actors.
Inter-sectoral coordination actions on the same space can
lead to inter-collaboration at the level of GIS.
The collaboration can be classified in terms of four levels:
1. Communication: Exchange of information between
independent systems.
2. Coordination: Non-automatic exchange and file
communication.
3. Cooperation: This situation is presented through
distance and automatic access to another system.
4. Collaboration: Sharing methods, data and analysis tools
between the different organisms may lead to
collaboration between the different actors to reach
common objectives.
Indeed, GIS have some deficiencies. They “are just a
component of the device” [19]. They cannot operate in some
situations like the treatment of a scientific problem.

4. Examples of Projects and Studies on
the Collective Territory Planning
4.1. The Projects
The literature offers a few examples of the projects of
collective territory planning.
We outline two great international initiatives for the
collaborative decisions taking:
1. The first initiative is the example of the territory
information systems of the Swiss canton.
2. The second initiative is the cooperative infrastructure
knowledge of Canadian territory.

The two projects previously mentioned share important
similarities in their objectives: In France, the cooperative
spirit between the different intervening actors (networks
operators, local collectivities, public services) in the same
territory are still rare [23], contrary to Switzerland and
Quebec where we find many important initiatives concerning
the elaboration of multidisciplinary and multi-objective
information systems on a territorial basis.
4.1.1. The Swiss Example (Territory Information Systems of
Swiss Cantons)
It is based on the coordination and sharing of territorial
data among many actors (confederation, cantonal
administration, municipalities, distribution enterprises, and
study society and research structures. This TIS4 is a platform
of collection and update of accessible information by all the
partners with management and exploitation tools of
geographic information [24].
4.1.2. The Canadian Example (a Cooperative
Infrastructure of Territory Knowledge)
In the framework of the Canadian research project, a
multi-source and multi-actor database was developed. The
target objective is to achieve a common spatial database
available to all the intervening actors and targeting the
elaboration of many electronic atlases for the great public use.
This platform was the basis of multi-objective and
multidisciplinary information and management systems used
for territorial planning [23].
4.2. The Studies: Plurality of Approaches
This part aims at presenting and comparing the different
modeling approaches of decision support systems based on
geographic data. Various researches in the field of conceptual
models were provided.
Five great approaches stand out. The first is based on a
systematic formalization, the second on agents, the third on
the artificial intelligence, the fourth on a cellular machine,
and the fifth on the multi-criteria approach.
4.2.1. Systematic Approach
The systematic approach allows the different actors to
rapidly access to information based on recent data and to
update the spatial information to ensure decision-taking
sharing.
The systematic approach represents, for [25], the ultimate
method of use in the field of research dealing with spatial
analysis and GIS.
Four sequential steps define the systematic approach:
1. Data production,
2. Information construction,
3. Knowledge elaboration,
4. Results communication.
The systemic approach provides an advantage which is the
possibility of gathering multidisciplinary actors in the same
structure.
4 Territorial information system.
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According to [26], making a diagnosis to the territory
according to the systematic approach must be based on the
importance of relationships and interactions between actors,
issues of each actor, as well as the constraints.
Following the consultation of different achieved works
within the framework of the development of the territory
planning plan, we can name a recent study carried out by [27].
The objective of this work is the creation of a master plan of
interactive and intelligent urban planning based on complete
digital data.
This study is based on a systematic approach that is
presented in this process in figure 6. After the analysis of the
existing, the plans are geographically normalized, the
attribute and geometric data are classed in a CDM
(conceptual data model). The last step aims to integrate
geographic data.

Figure 6. Mapping process of systematic approach for a more general GIS
according to Akakba, established by us.

The doctoral work of [28] is founded on the development
of a method based on a systematic approach named
“systematic representation of the territory”. It represents a
common framework of reference and normalization. SRT6
takes the form of a hierarchic thematic structure which is
based on six levels of abstraction, which are fields
(infrastructure, setting, and activity), sectors (transport and
natural resources), activities/elements (communication
channels), themes (roads), classes (trunk roads) and entities
(section).
“SRT5 is seeking the geographic information in a given
reference framework as communication support between the
different actors-partner” [18].
The territory is described according to three dimensions:
1. Structural through taking into consideration constituent
entities of the territory.

5 Systemic representation of the territory.
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2. Spatial through taking into consideration entities and
their relations in the space.
3. Temporal based on the history and the future of entities.
The latter suggested a territory modeling through a meta
representation of objects allowing the comprehension of
geographic space, spatial structures, and spatial processes
through the integration in a multidisciplinary conception of
the different representations, territory actors and GIS
partners.
4.2.2. Multi-agents Approach
This approach is a technique based on informatics “agents”
and characterized by a capacity of reasoning and exchange.
A recent conception of a multi-participant decisionsupport interactive system was elaborated by [29]. This
conception is based on a decisional approach allowing the
representation of the different actors, their behavior and their
interactions. This decisional model is founded on MAS
[1]-GIS coupling represented with a negotiation protocol
using a multi- criteria analysis method (ELECTRE III and
ELECTRE TRI). It aims at supporting the decision-maker of
the territory in the problematic of optimal localization of
sanitary sites. The two tools used in this work, GIS and MAS,
target the presentation of the territory and take into
consideration relevant actors related to the decision-making
in the territory planning.
Ferrand suggested in his thesis [30], a coupling approach.
It was suggested between infrastructures localization support
system and territory management negotiation projects
support system.
We also name the doctoral work of [29], where she
suggested a GIS-MAS model through using a new
negotiation protocol.
4.2.3. Artificial Intelligent Approach
Various works presented in this framework. For example,
we can mention the works of [31, 33].
In the work of [33], a decisional methodology was
elaborated. It is based on the combining use of GIS, artificial
neurons networks of type “perceptron” multilayer and
learning algorithm “back-propagation of gradient”. Coupling
choice was justified by the specificity of the latter as a
mathematic tool allowing a problem-solving optimization.
4.2.4. Cellular Automata Approach
Looking at old works, we can cite as an example, the
doctoral work of Dubos Paillard. In his thesis, he aims to
develop a model of the evolution of the urban space of Rouen
during the last fifty years [47, 48] proposed a formalization
of cellular automata. The proposed model makes it possible
to represent, in the form of a mathematical graph, the spatial
entities of buildings and the urban transport networks; it also
makes it possible to calculate the distance-time between the
buildings by the network. More recently, we can mention
Sammari's doctoral work, which aims to improve data
structures in GIS by developing a hierarchical structure of
data. The operation of this prototype has been validated by an
experimental study on the experimental basin of the
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Montmorency forest in Quebec [49].
4.2.5. Multicriteria Approach
Multi-criteria analysis is often used when dealing with
decision problems. It allows taking into account the different
criteria defined by the actors when making the decision. It is
based on the hierarchy and the weighting of the criteria
according to their relative importance concerning the
problematic. Various works exist in the literature on spatial
planning based on the use of multi-criteria analysis. We can
cite in a non-exhaustive way the works of [50-53].
More recently, we find the doctoral work of Prévil. The
latter has developed a methodological approach integrating
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tools and a
Multi-criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) method. This
approach aims to help to share the preferences of territorial
actors to facilitate negotiation and simplify the
decision-making process [54]. Finally, we can cite in this
context, the doctoral work of Ayadi which aims to develop an
application of the multi-criteria approach to decision support
[55].
4.2.6. Object-Oriented Approach
The object-oriented approach is an object-oriented
modeling approach. It allows the conceptual modeling of
applications in several domains such as GIS [56].
The objective of the work of [57] is to develop a
multi-sources GIS for good management of the urban fabric,
good environmental protection of the heritage and good
planning of its future development. A generic conceptual
approach to GIS has been developed by [23] for the design
and generation of Spatio-temporal information systems. The
objective of [44, 16] is to present a conceptual methodology
of a GIS model using UML diagrams.
A recent study was developed by [55] and inspired by the
work of [27] on data coding based on a standard international
extension for spatial data exchange. This team has developed
an open data format CityGML6 for storing and exchanging
urban models. This study aims to propose a generic model of
a city that can be used later in other studies in different
disciplines.

5. Conceptual Modeling of a Territorial
System
Contrary to the territory planning models suggested in
the literature which integrate only geographic parameters
and functional criteria, our model is multi-actor integrates
the logistic optimization criteria. Our model allows
showing the different relations between territory, actors
intervening in decision making and the different decisional
criteria.
This modeling will then give better visibility of the
territorial decision support process.
We use, at this level, mainly the class diagram of UML
6 Geographic mark-up language.

language. We will explain later on the different classes which
make up our model.
5.1. «Territory»
The term “territory” is generic. Indeed, it corresponds to
the different observed geographic levels. It’s proven that it is
necessary to assign to its classes according to the nature of
the occupation.
1. Free space which corresponds to a non-covered part of
the territory.
2. Occupied space which corresponds to a covered part of
the territory.
5.2. «Actors»
The decision cannot be made without the interaction
between all the following actors: geography, politician,
environmentalist, urbanist, and economist.
1. Geographer is an entity that intervenes as a consultant,
alongside decision-makers of territorial collectivities.
2. Politician is an entity which in search of a better human
repartition and economic fairness, in function to
resources.
3. Urbanist is an entity intervening upstream and
downstream of the project. It collects and interprets data
and participates in the process of decision and to the
policies of planning.
4. Economist is an entity responsible in the promotion of
executing regional sources and improving the life
framework and existence conditions of the inhabitants.
5. Environmentalist is an entity which mainly aims at
protecting a setting or space.
5.3. «Resource»
These resources are important for the achievement of a
territory planning decision. We distinguish four types of
resources:
1. Software resources.
2. Financial resources.
3. Material resources.
4. Human resources.
5.4. «Urban Infrastructure»
In this framework, we distinguish two types of urban
infrastructure:
The first one is the “transport infrastructure” made of
transport networks (road and railway) and “ancillary
infrastructure” for example, the sidewalk, etc.
Secondly, the «ancillary circulation zone” representing
zones no targeted by traffic like green spaces along the ways.
5.5. «Logistic Actor»
We consider a logistic chain made of the following links:
Supplier, production-company, customer and logistics
building.
1. Supplier: It is an entity that supplies the enterprise by
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raw material or any components needed in the
manufacturing of the product.
2. Production-company: It is a structure having means and
resources for the production of goods.
3. Customer: It is the entity to whom the product is
oriented.
4. Warehouse: It is where goods are stored for the sake of
reshipping. They made the object of subcontracting of a
logistic provider or managed by the enterprise.
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1. Logistic optimization constraint: Can be relative to cost,
quality, and deadline.
2. Geographic constraint: has a spatial type.
3. Functional constraint: relates to the constraints imposed
by the terms of reference.
5.8. «Geo-referenced map»
It is a data representation medium relative to a territory
developed by a GIS.

5.6. «Project»

5.9. «Decision»

In this framework, we distinguish two types of projects:
The first one is the “logistic building” allowing the supply
of many “logistic actors” (supplier, production company,
customer, and warehouse) where we distinguish the
following types):
1. The warehouse where the storage time surpasses 24
hours.
2. Logistic platforms characterized by storage time for less
than 24 hours.
The second one is «urban infrastructure”.

We consider that each decision is made in the framework
of the project. Every decision is made by an actor requires
resources to be achieved.

5.7. «Constraint»
The territorial system must meet the constraints related to
territory planning. A constraint can have a geographic,
operational nature and of a logistic optimization.

5.10. Global Model
The territory undergoes decisions that aim at its planning.
These decisions are related to a “project” of implantation of
urban infrastructure and logistic buildings. These logistic
buildings serve to supply logistic actors from the port and vice
versa. The decision is made by an “actor”. The territory is
submitted to impose constraints either by actors or by the
decision. Figure 7 shows our proposed territory planning model.
Our model is centered on “territory”. It shows the correlation
between the “actors”. “Logistics actor” and the “constraints”.

Figure 7. A Proposed Territory planning model integrating actors and criteria of logistic optimization.

6. The SIAD: A Hybrid Model GIS-MCA
To help territorial collectivities in the territorial decision
making, we adopt an approach of multi-criteria analysis of
multisource data. We will take into consideration two parallel

phenomena. Indeed, we develop a model based on the
coupling between the multi-criteria analysis and GIS to
improve the performance of our system and to better handle
this rare heritage. Figure 8 shows the approach and tool used
in our model. Our model is based on a collaborative
participative multicriteria approach and a geomatics tool.
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Figure 8. Approach and tool used in our model.

6.1. DSS: Towards an IDSS
The term DSS was introduced by the Anglo-Saxon school
under the term of “Decision support system”. Research on
IDSS exists for about thirty years [35]. Works on the axis of
research cover a large number of applications. IDSS is an
“information system automatized, interactive, flexible,
adaptable and specifically developed to help the resolve of a
decision not structured and improve the decision making. It
uses data, provides a simple user interface and authorizes the
users to develop their ideas.” [36]. the three fundamental
components of an IDSS are:
1. The interface man-machine: It’s an interface where the
user is related to the system components.
2. Data basis management system (DBMS): It allows the
addition, organization, record, and suppression of data.
3. The basis management system of the model (BMSM): it
gathers models and procedures of calculation available
to the user and used in the different standard treatment
of data [37].
Another recent structure more general of an IDSS was
developed by Marakas. It is characterized in comparison to other
classical information systems by the addition of a complementary
part different to DBMS and BMSM. It is based on:
1. Knowledge basis management System (KBMS): It
gathers relative tasks to the recognition of the problems,
to the generation of solutions and the functions relative to
the management of the process of problems resolving.
2. The user interface: It allows access to data, the use of
calculation and the communication of results.
3. The user: It is a part of the process of problem resolving
[38].
Figure 9 shows the structure of a SIAD according to
[37-38], developed by us.

Figure 9. Structure of a SIAD according to [Spragueet, 1982] and [Marakas,
2003], developed by us.

Decision support is a wide field. It includes diverse
methods like operational research, simulation, etc. The
method chosen depends on the problem to be solved.
We must make a distinction between two types of decision
support methods [39].
1. A method of continuing decision support: consists of
finding input values that optimize output value by
respecting explicit constraints. For example linear
planning.
2. A discreet decision support method: consists of finding
the best solution (s) among many ones, predefined. The
constraints are implicit and are defined by the group of
possible solutions.
6.2. GIS: Towards a Metamodel
The term metadata was used to refer in a general way to
information relative to data.
Often, territorial decision support tools are computerized
and connected to a GIS to allow the generation of the
complex nature of this common heritage.
With the development of data basis and the orientation
towards Metamodels of GISs as well as the amelioration of
the tools and models, GISs have become more and more
integrated within the process of territory planning. Moreover,
“specialized knowledge makes a true data basis, impossible
to be made outside such approach” [40].
6.3. Multi-criteria Analysis of Decision Support
For the GIS to become a decision support system, its
weaknesses will be filled through its coupling with other
approaches. Among these approaches, we can mention the
multi-criteria analysis.
The multi-criteria analysis is a tool of decision support
developed to resolve the complex multidimensional
problems including non-measurable dimensions [41].
Hamdadou defined the MCDA as “It is considered as one of
the most important branches of the operational research and
decision theories. It is exploited to provide approach and
solutions tools for complex decisional problems at the same
time” [42].
Four reference issues can be mentioned, namely:
1. Storing issue.
2. Triage issue.
3. Choice issue.
4. Description issue.
In the literature, we find an important list of multi-criteria
analysis methods.
We mention the most important models according to their
type of aggregation in the table below.
Aggregation is the fact of synthesizing a quantity of
information to minimize the number of problem
dimensions.
The table bellows the classification of principal methods of
Multi-criteria analysis by type of aggregation.
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Table 2. Classification of principal methods of multi-criteria analysis by type of aggregation.
Classification
Complete aggregation
Partial Aggregation
Local aggregation

Multi-criteria Methods Analysis
MAUT (Multi Attribute Utility Theory)
UTA (Utility Theory Additive)
HAP (Hierarchy Analysis of Processes), etc.
ELCTRE (elimination and choice reflecting reality).
PROMETHEE (preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluations).
MLP (Multi-criteria linear programming)
STEM (step-method), etc.

6.4. Suggested Decisional Model
A decision support system must be “simple, robust, easy to
control, adaptable, and easy in the plan of communication”
[43].
In this framework, we mention doctoral works of [44-46]
which are based on the development of a fusion application
of GISs tools and an MCDA method to simplify the
decisional process. The issue of multiplicity of multisource
geographic data and the multi-disciplinarily of actors
intervening in the territory planning was resolved through the
coupling GIS-MCA. The coupled use of MCA and
geographic information systems (GIS) can be beneficial for
the treatment of our problematic.
To succeed in the development of a reliable model that
operates as an efficient tool of decision support, we must take
into consideration the multidisciplinary approaches. Our
choice of the MCA model is related to the ability to consider
the conflictual criteria in and interrelations.

4. Evaluation: evaluation of possible solutions.
Our model is based on exchanging negotiations between
various entities to reach a common decision. Figure 10 shows
the structure of the suggested decisional model. After the
study zone delimitation and the definition of objectives, the
next step aims to analyze the data to choose the best decision.
Our model is based on multidisciplinary approaches. It
suggests combining diverse data which present heterogeneity
mainly on granularity material. Figure 11 shows the
architecture of the proposed decisional model. Our model is
based on two approaches:
1. MCA module: for the classification of possible
solutions.
2. GIS module: for data georeferencing.

Figure 11. The architecture of the proposed decisional model.

Figure 10. Structure of a suggested decisional model.

We will suggest an approach to the development of
collective decision support tools. The suggested model is
based on the following procedure:
1. Analysis: definition of criteria.
2. Choice: the selection of possible solutions.
3. Modeling: It is based on the connexion of GIS to the
multi-criteria analysis tools.

6.4.1. MCA Model
The multi-criteria approach was chosen to classify
solutions according to the priority order. The Multi-criteria
analysis approach is the following:
1. Structuring the multi-criteria decisional model (A, K, E):
This step aims to identify the problem through the
identification of basic elements of the decisional
system:
1) Actions to be executed or possible solutions.
A = {1, 2… m}
2) Quantitative and qualitative criteria to be taken into
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consideration during the comparison of actions.

The system poster to the user the most compromised site.

K = {1, 2… n}
3) Evaluations of actions
(performance matrix).
={

according

to

criteria

; i = 1, 2..., m; j= 1, 2… n}

2. Introducing other modeling elements of the
decision-maker preferences:
1) Importance coefficient (weight).
2) The threshold of indifference and preference (S).
Multi-criteria aggregation: to aggregate input “indicators
aggregation». The importance of this step is justified when
the number of dimensions is important and when we want to
establish a global and simplified vision.
6.4.2. GIS Module
This integration aims at completing the current evaluation
methods by tools facilitating the representation of complex
information.
It is important to add precision to the GIS coupling finality:
Indeed, our choice of GIS goes to the possibility of the use of data
extracted from GIS and brings a visual dimension to the results.

7. Model Conceptual Modeling and
Prototype
The notions and concepts developed in the previous
section constitute the basis of the functioning of our system.
The objective of this part is the conception of a first
support model of a multidisciplinary decision system called
LOGIS allowing better management of the territory and
taking the best decision through network data available to
actors.

Figure 12. UML diagram of the proposed model.

7.2. Prototype
During the achievement of decision-support digital
platforms, it is important to go through a preliminary phase
to correctly validate the objectives and expectations of the
actors. This phase aims at having a global vision of the
platform and compensating current challenges that the final
product brings.
In this work, the prototype phase is made by the bias of
Excel software through the use of macro functions. For this
phase, we have prepared various hypotheses. First, we
suppose that a free space near to the port eligible for the
implantation of logistic building. We divided the territory in
an exhausting way based on the method of squaring and we
supposed that each square can be a study zone (if the first
hypothesis is valid). The second principle hypothesis is that
every study zone is off with a transport network. Figure 13
shows the territory squaring.

7.1. Conceptual Model
We chose to model our SAD, the UML language that gives
us an abstract view of the digital model. Figure 12 shows the
UML diagram of the proposed model.
The following UML diagram shows the different steps
achieved during the execution of the process described
below:
1. The user accesses to the platform and insets the
geographic identifications of the port (altitude and
longitude). He launches the treatment which releases a
request of type “research possibility” to the server GIS
to identify possible localization sites (action) in the
database GIS.
2. The application will then send a request of type
“evaluation indicators” to evaluate the performance
indicators (criterion) thanks to the analytic
characteristics of GIS and the approach MCA. A matrix
of performance (action/criterion) will be displayed
afterward.
3. The system sends a request for the type “choice sites” to
search for the best solution.

Figure 13. Territory squaring.

Depending on these hypotheses, we have chosen some
random criteria. Then, according to the chosen hinterland, the
model will suggest to us the favorable zones for the
implantation of a zone to the selected port. Figures 14 and 15
below shows the execution of a prototype model. The first
interface aims to limit the study area. The second interface
allows displaying the optimal and non-optimal location.
In the figure above we can see the result of our research
concerning implantation optimal zone. Red zones respond to
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the criteria of implantation possibility but it does not respond
to other criteria fixed by the actors. The green zone is a better
compromise.
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model. Indeed, our model is based on collaboration and
coordination between the different actors involved in
decision-making. We presented a structure of our model,
based on various steps: The first phase serves the collection
of all data, a second phase aims at a multi-criteria analysis
like decision support for the definition of scenarios and the
objective of the third phase is, in a global way, the decision
making with the best compromise.
The last section of the article aims at contributing to the
development of a platform prototype LOGIS to help
decision-makers to determine, globally, the best location of a
logistic building.
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